A generalized multivariate approach to pattern discovery from replicated and incomplete genome-wide measurements.
Estimation of pairwise correlation from incomplete and replicated molecular profiling data is an ubiquitous problem in pattern discovery analysis, such as clustering and networking. However, existing methods solve this problem by ad hoc data imputation, followed by aveGation coefficient type approaches, which might annihilate important patterns present in the molecular profiling data. Moreover, these approaches do not consider and exploit the underlying experimental design information that specifies the replication mechanisms. We develop an Expectation-Maximization (EM) type algorithm to estimate the correlation structure using incomplete and replicated molecular profiling data with a priori known replication mechanism. The approach is sufficiently generalized to be applicable to any known replication mechanism. In case of unknown replication mechanism, it is reduced to the parsimonious model introduced previously. The efficacy of our approach was first evaluated by comprehensively comparing various bivariate and multivariate imputation approaches using simulation studies. Results from real-world data analysis further confirmed the superior performance of the proposed approach to the commonly used approaches, where we assessed the robustness of the method using data sets with up to 30 percent missing values.